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African Ancestral Spirits Connect s Obama to 2016 African American Homecoming Celebration
Anthony “Amp” Elmore is a five time World Karate Kickboxing Champion who lives in Memphis, Tennessee. Elmore
traveled to Kenya in 1990 to Premier his self made movie “The Contemporary Gladiator.” While on Safari at the
Massai Mara Plains in Kenya Elmore notes that he was touched by “African Ancestral Spirits” who told him to tell
African Americans to come home to visit their Ancestral home in Africa. Elmore took groups to Kenya for a decade.
In a January 11, 2012 letter dated to the Kenyan Embassy addressed to Memphis Congressman Steve Cohen Elmore
mysteriously wrote in the letter that he had the spirit of Kenyan leader Tom Mboya . Elmore wanted to tell the Kenyan
people about the “Spirit of Tom Mboya” and to address to the Kenyan Parliament . Congressman Cohen in 2009
mention about Elmore’s work with Africa on the floor of Congress and he arranged a meeting for Elmore to meet at
his office with Kenyan Ambassador Elkanah Odembo. Elmore had the audacity to write in his letter to the Kenyan
Embassy that Kenya should follow its motto of “Harambee” a Swahili word that means “all pull together.” After the
meeting with the Kenyan Ambassador at the Congressman’s office Elmore noted that the Kenya Embassy violates
“The Spirit of Tom Mboya.” One year after writing the letter Elmore understands that it was the “spirit of Mboya”
that motivated him to write such a letter. He notes that he was unaware that he wrote such strong words.
Since visiting Kenya in 1990 Elmore developed a passion for Africa tantamount to that of a “Religious Missionary.”
Elmore notes that there is a thin line between “spirituality and sanity.” Elmore says there is one “African Spirit” that
engulfed him that identified himself in the letter Elmore wrote to Memphis Congressman Steve Cohen as Tom Mboya.
The average American have no idea who is Tom Mboya however, if you ask the President of the United States of
America who is Tom Mboya the President knows that without an “Mboya there would be no Obama.” It was Tom
Mboya who initiated the “Airlift American” program that was responsible for getting Barack Obama Sr. to Hawaii.
The father of American President Barack Obama Jr. is from the “Luo Tribe” in Western Kenya. A “Luo Tribe”
Christian leader by the name of Rev. Okoth Otura living in Canada via a “You Tube Video” recognized Elmore’s
spiritual connection to the late Kenyan leader Tom Mboya who was assassinated in Kenya in 1969. Elmore’s ancestral
“Spiritual Revelations” was brought to the attention of the “Luo Council of Elders in Kenya” of which the Grandmother
of President Obama 91 year old Sarah Obama is a member of the “Luo Council of Elders.” A spiritual revelation and a
request by the “Luo Council of Elders compelled Elmore to drop everything and rush to Kenya in May of 2013.
Elmore’s 1st stop in Kenya was to visit the Tom Mboya Mausoleum on Rusinga Island to recite the “Lotus Sutra” a special prayer and a song that he had written for Kenyan hero Tom Mboya. Elmore in connecting with the “Spirit of Tom
Mboya” was directed to contact the friends and supporters of Tom Mboya and his true mission
in Kenya is to write, produce and direct the Tom Mboya story in a movie. Even greater than
the mission of writing, directing and producing the Tom Mboya movie, Elmore’s May Kenya
mission in was to ask Kenya’s newly elected President Uhuru Kenyatta to honor African
American with a “Formal State Reception.”

Elmore recites prayer at Rusinga Island

The Grandmother of President Barack Obama Jr. Sarah Obama in her “Luo Language”
recognized the “spirit of Elmore’s visit.” She told Elmore that he was the ancestor of our people
whom they took to America and she said that he was family. Not only was he family but she
was also his “Grandmother.” Via a translator Elmore explained to her that his mission in
Kenya was a spiritual mission and he was told by ancestral spirits to ask African Americans to
visit their ancestral homeland of Africa and there should be a big celebration in Kenya in 2016.
Elmore’s plan is called the “Safari Initiative” and he asked Grand mama Sarah to use her
celebrity Status to help launch the plan. He invited her to come to his home of Memphis, TN to
announce the plan. She told Elmore that her Grandson Barack expressed similar ideas. Grand
mama Sarah agreed to come to Memphis pending approval of President Obama.

Elmore compares his May 2013 Kenya excursion to the 1956 trip that 26 year old Tom Mboya
made in America. Mboya had the vision that one day Kenya would be an independent nation
away from Britain. He understood that in order to be a free nation Kenya students needed a
higher education which led to “Air lift America” where today we see President Obama in the
Whitehouse as a result. What most in history do not realize that it was because of Tom Mboya
that got John F. Kennedy elected to the Whitehouse in 1960. What is even more relevant is the
fact that supreme court Justice Thurgood Marshall wrote Kenya’s Declaration of Independence
and Constitution. Further singer Harry Bellefonte, actor Sidney Pointier, Baseball great Jackie
Robinson, Dr. Martin Luther King, Black Nationalist Malcolm X, Ebony & Jet Publisher John
H. Johnson as well as Whites like William Scheinman and the Kennedy Family have a great
untold story as it relates to Kenya and its history.
Elmore notes that it took a lot of faith to travel to travel to Kenya with no money or appointments expecting to meet with Kenya’s President. Elmore met with 5 of Kenya’s new Governors
who endorsed his program titled the “Safari Initiative.” The most important endorsement came
Elmore , Gov. Kidero, Dr. Washington
from the Dr. Evans Kidero Nairobi County newly elected Governor. Dr. Kidero told Elmore to
put his legal structure together and would not only take the program to Kenya’s New President Uhuru Kenyatta he said
that Kenya would make the program a part of their 50th Anniversary Celebration . www.Homecomingcelebration.com
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